In these times when journalists are disrespected, condemned, ridiculed, assaulted and constantly face layoffs, pay cuts and worse, let it be known that we honor and support journalists and journalism. Keep at it. Your work is important to the people and essential to democracy itself. — Roger survivors

In the days of hot type, a typesetter was a late edition of the newspaper for which the presses were not stopped until the plates were ready. Those pages were said to be “chasing” a running press.

By the way, Trump can still launch nuclear weapons at any time. This pandemic must be seen — Larry Brilliant says we’ll beat covid — What are we thinking, still? For Putin: What happened when a local publisher sought public funding? Journalists as first responders What journalism can learn from mutual aid A confrontation in public media Gun-waving St. Louis couple sue news photographer Now we need to rebuild local newsrooms For Big Tech what are the “pitfalls”? North Texas Commission CEO: What Biden’s win means for N Texas She lost her news job in Clayton County, Ga. — but kept on reporting What happened to the deepfake threat to the election? Substack: More equitable media system, or just old lessons replicated? How many state secrets will Trump sell to pay off his debts? Behind the scenes: A furious battle over Trump’s threat to national security Op-ed: We’ve figured out it’s safe to have schools open What happened to the “race hoax” implication? deadly Don’t buy a house before you look at school options School Chaplin: The worst thing that can happen to us is to be “chasing” a running press. — Larry Brilliant

We can’t eat barbecue with you, but we still want to help with your gift list! For a plethora of pandemic reasons, Fort Worth SPJ can’t hold its usual holiday party this year. We will miss Dave Lieber’s wise and wounding journalism and the latest news of the play about Amon Carter. We will miss the barbecue and the chance to visit with old news peeps. But we don’t have to miss the call to be helpful. The chance to help the JFS Hospital readers library. Read about it on the jump.
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QUICK HITS

• BRIT — it’s all happening at the speed of Zoom. Info.
• Meetups: hosting an online event Fort Worth Chapter – Reunion Authors Association — Trinity Arts Writers Workshop — DallasWriters.info — Michael Andraitis — Fort Worth Area Journalists Meetup — The DFW Bloggers Group

IN THE WORKPLACE: GET A JOB. Listings in journalismjobs.com and ifeom.com appear in this report. — The Fort Worth Report: A newly formed nonprofit, seeks experiences a publisher/CIO to spearhead a digital nonprofit news platform in 2021. Seed funding for launch and 501(c)(3) IRS status has been secured. Apply by Dec. 9. Info. — The Texas Observer seeks a full-time digital editor. The Observer is a 95-year-old award-winning Texas institution that specializes in investigative longform looks at mass incarceration and civil rights, indigenous affairs, the environment, public health, immigration and politics. Requirements include a minimum of three years experience in daily online journalism. Info. — The Waco Tribune-Herald has an immediate opening for a full-time editor. Applicants must have a bachelor’s degree in journalism or related field, with experience on a daily newspaper, and show a proficiency in social media. Info. — ForKempening an 11-year-old nonprofit investigative news outlet based in Southern California, seeks an editor/reporter to join a small, hard-working team focused on public health, consumer, labor and environmental issues, and related topics of government and business accountability. Applicants should have eight years minimum in professional journalism, including newsroom experience. Candidates who can relocate may get preference. Apply by Dec. 18. Info.
When The Dallas Morning News staff returned from the holidays in January 2019, an ominous e-mail awoke, warning that jobs were going away. Within days, 40 DMN journalists were out of work. “It was really horrible...a very heartbreakind experience,” Morning News multimedia editor Leah Waters told a Fort Worth SPJ virtual audience Nov. 18.

The newsroom had already been disrupted by outsourcing the copy desk in a July 30-Oct. 22 span—during which test results provided to the Houston Chronicle show. During a nearly three-month span — July 30-Oct. 22 — the athletic movement began in earnest in December 2019 amid staff concerns over changes that had negatively impacted employees and readers.

“Seemed like a logical step, because McClatchy had been doing a lot of layoffs, cuts and buyouts everywhere for years, and the Star-Telegram had owned many times,” noted panelist and S-T reporter Kaley Johnson, a reporter for the Toledo Blade and communications co-chair for the new Fort Worth NewsGuild.

“A lot of those longtime reporters knew that song and dance and wanted to have something consistent, no matter who owned us.” The NewsGuild announced its formation Oct. 14, and Star-Telegram management recognized it Nov. 2.

A third panelist, Nolan Rosenkrans, a reporter for the Toledo Blade and president of the Toledo Newspaper Guild-CWA, said that, industry wide, ownership turnover the last 25 years has resulted in business decisions that “pay dividends instead of investing in the product...we all see what’s going on, and we all realize a sense of unfairness.” Rosenkrans advised the Metroplex journalists in forming their guilds.

The “galvanizing moment” came when the Los Angeles Times organized in 2018. The paper, a self-described “bastion of anti-unionization,” agreed to significant pay raises, job protections, severance pay and parental leave. Rosenkrans advised the Metropolitans journalists in forming their guilds.

“Each logo in the ad rail links to the sponsor's website!
POWER TO THE PEOPLE

• Betsy DeVos is on her way out. What will her legacy be?
• The surprising connection between West Coast fires and the volatile chemicals burning America’s drinking water
• The deadly loss of Navajo women
• Bringing the dead home: How Texas institutions lost the Native American Civil War Veterans and Repatriate

FROM THE DESK OF TONY SCOTT

• From sea floor to courtroom, the fight to save right whales grows urgent
• Federal prosecutors hold protesters for months pre-trial
• The latest challenge to the Affordable Care Act

• Falsehoods about Wisconsin’s vote count are flying — here’s the truth
• Early voting was supposed to make life easier. How well did it work?
• Native candidates light up state, local ballots

• Asylum from the United States starts at asylum.

OVER & OUT | JOHN DYCUS

Tap into the #paywall not just right now, but throughout 2021! This year, let's support local reporting in your area. The stories that matter to you, and those that make us think differently. How do you want to support local journalism?

• Why does Atmos predict your gas bill will go up 42% in next 5 years?
• Don't dare call beloved NorthPark Santa a scammer
• New info on iPhone privacy, title theft, tax protest, driver's license hack
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The LaRocque Family catalog...

Get the new GFW Media Directory!